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3,411,331 
AXIAL PIN CYLINDER DEVICE 

Ernest L. Schlage, Burlingame, Calif., assignor to Schlage 
Lock Company, a corporation 

Filed Jan. 10, 1967, Ser. No. 608,379 
10 Claims. (Cl. 70-—363) 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A pin tumbler locking unit having a cylindrical hous 

ing enclosing three axially aligned barrels having axially 
extending pin tumbler bores arranged around and, in the 
front two barrels, communicating through radial channels 
with a central axially extending bore. Spring-pressed pin 
tumblers are movable in the pin tumbler bores into posi 
tions shearing between the ?rst two barrels and the second 
and third barrels by a key having a central rod and 
radial vanes of different axial lengths. The proper key 
passes a rotatable slotted annulus and rotates a lock 
driver clutched to the front barrel or the second barrel. 

My invention relates to means, operable by a key, for 
rendering eifective a lock unit held against operation in 
the absence of the key. 
Many lock units employ pin tumbler mechanisms 0p 

erated by keys or placing the lock unit in locked or un 
locked condition. There are certain disadavntages in con 
nection with the type of pin tumbler mechanism presently 
most widely utilized. The tumbler pins are usually lined 
up in a single radial plane and ‘are housed in a vane ex 
tending radially from the cylindrical body of the pin and 
tumbler unit. This produces an asymmetrical device not 
easy to incorporate in the accompanying lock unit mecha 
nism. Also, there is a demand for an easy way for an 
authorized person, not necessarily a locksmith, to change 
the pin tumbler arrangement in a lock unit so that a cer 
tain key or keys, at one time effective, are subsequently 
ineffective, whereas other, additional keys then become 
effective. 
Another drawback in many present arrangements is 

that the interrelationship between ordinary keys and mas 
ter keys produces dif?culty in the pin tumbler arrange 
ment and disposition. A further restriction is that the 
number of different keying arrangements is usually limited 
vby physical, construction requirements to a relatively 
small number. 

It is therefore an object of my invention to provide an 
axial pin cylinder device in which the pin tumbler mecha 
nism is incorporated in a generally symmetrical envelope. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an axial 

pin cylinder device in which the arrangement of the tum 
bler pins can be altered from time to time merely by the 
use of a special key and without requiring the professional 
disassembly and reassembly of the pin tumbler unit. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an axial 

pin cylinder device in which the ordinary keys and the 
master keys have their functions well separated so that 
the pin tumbler arrangement is a satisfactory one. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a mecha 
nism which can easily be fabricated for a large number 
of different keying arrangements. 

Another object of the invention is in general to provide 
an improved lock unit. 

Other objects of the invention together with the fore 
going are attained in the embodiment of the invention 
described in the accompanying description and illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a side elevation of a portion of a lock 

unit incorporating my axial pin cylinder device, portions 
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being broken away to disclose some of the interior con 

struction; 
FIGURE 2 is a side elevation of a key adapted to enter 

the mechanism of FIGURE 1, portions of the key bow 
being removed to reduce the size of the ?gure; 
FIGURE 3 is an exploded view in isometric perspective 

of a portion of the axial pin cylinder device of the in 
vention; 
FIGURE 4 is a cross section to an enlarged scale, the 

plane of section being indicated by the line 4-4 of FIG 
URE 2 and a key being shown in position within the 
lock unit; 
FIGURE 5 is an exploded view in isometric perspec 

tive similar to FIGURE 3 but showing the interrelation 
ship of additional parts; 
FIGURE 6 is a cross section, to an enlarged scale, of an 

axial pin cylinder device pursuant to the invention, the 
view being taken on an axial plane; 
FIGURE 7 is a cross section on the plane 7--7 of 

FIGURE 6; 
FIGURE 8 is a cross section on the plane 8-8 of 

FIGURE 6; 
FIGURE 9 is a cross section on the plane 9-—9 of 

FIGURE 6, a portion thereof being broken away to re 
duce the ?gure size; 
FIGURE 10 is a view, similar to FIGURE 6, showing 

the axial pin cylinder device in a normal, unactuated 
position; 
FIGURE 11 is a similar view showing the position of 

the interior parts when an ordinary key is engaged there 
with; 
FIGURE 12 is a similar view showing the position of 

the parts when a master key is engaged therewith; 
FIGURE 13 is a similar view showing the interior parts 

when a change or setting key is engaged therewith; 
FIGURE 14 is a front elevation of a knob with the 

‘locking unit therein; and 
FIGURE 15 is a cross section, the plane of which is in 

dicated by the line 15-15 of FIGURE 2. 
One form of the invention is preferably incorporated 

in a lock unit 6 of any standard kind, including the custo 
mary mechanism and mounted on a door 7. The lock 
unit has a knob 8 rotatable with respect to an escutcheon 
9 around a transverse axis 11. The knob 8 has a central 
exterior depression 12 for the accommodation of an ap 
propriate lock mechanism, and the structure also in 
cludes an actuated device 13 which can be operated to 
move the latch or lock bolt (not shown) with which the 
lock unit ‘6 is provided, thus to lock or unlock the door. 
The knob 8 is customarily mounted on a hollow, cylin 

drical spindle 14 extending coaxially with the axis 11 
and serving as a support for the accompanying structure. 
The spindle 14 customarily has a groove 16 extending 
axially inwardly from one end thereof. 

Designed to ?t within the interior of the spindle 14 is a 
circular cylindrical housing 21 having an inturned ?ange 
22 at its outer end and having a pair of notches 23 and 
24 at its inward end as Well as a groove 26 around the 
interior of the housing intersecting the notches 23 and 
24. 

Designed to be disposed within the housing coaxially 
with the axis 11 is a driver 31. This includes an integral 
driver bar 32 outside of the housing designed to interen 
gage with the lock part 13. Rotation of the driver and 
driver bar causes corresponding rotation of the lock part. 
Within the housing, the driver 31 has a circular cylin 
drical portion 33 spaced from an exterior disk 34 by an 
intervening groove 36. A pair of semicircular keepers 
37 and 38 extend into the groove 36. The keeper 37 has 
a radial tab 41 designed to be seated within the notch 
23 to prevent rotation of the keeper with respect to the 
housing and also, because of the presence of a removable 
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snap ring 42 in the groove 26, to preclude axial displace 
ment of the keeper. In a somewhat similar fashion, the tab 
41 is not only long enough to occupy the notch 23, but 
also long enough to extend outwardly into the passage 
16 in the spindle 14. Thus the housing 21 is made to 
take the position of the spindle 14. The keepers also are 
effective to maintain the axial relationship of the driver 
31 with respect to the housing 21 while permitting rela 
tive rotation therebetween. 
The driver 31 has an axially extending cylindrical bore 

44 which is spanned near one open end of the bore by a 
diametrical pin 46. Designed to move axially within the 
bore 44 is a clutch member 47 itself generally circular 
cylindrical and movable along the axis 11 since the clutch 
member in its cylindrical portion has a cross notch 48 of 
substantially greater axial length than the diameter of the 
pin 46. The pin 46 thus serves as a stop for extreme mo 
tion of the clutch member with respect to the driver, but 
since the wall 49 of the notch is substantially in contact 
with the pin 46, the driver and clutch member are held - 
against rotation relative to each other. 
At its forward end the clutch member is contoured to 
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provide a clutch dog 51, very much like a gear Wheel, ' 
which serves as an abutment for a helical spring 52 sur 
rounding the cylindrical body of the clutch member and 
resting against the forward face of the driver 31, so that 
normally the clutch member and the driver are urged 
axially apart, as shown in FIGURE 6. 

Occupying the ‘forward portion of the housing 21 in 
engagement with the dog clutch 51 is a ?rst barrel 53 in 
the shape of a circular cylinder coaxial with the axis 11 
and designed to rotate within the housing 21. The ?rst 
barrel 53 has an axially extending boss 54 at one end 
thereof long enough to project beyond the ?ange 22 of 
the housing. In the ?rst barrel 53 are axially extending 
?rst pin bores 56 extending entirely through the barrel 
with their axes parallel to the axis 11 and arranged uni 
formly or equidistantly around the interior of the ?rst bar 
rel. The ?rst pin bores are of a diameter su?‘icient to re 
ceive the customary tumbler pins and vary in number in 
individual instances. In the present instance there are eight 
?rst pin bores in the ?rst barrel 53. 

In addition to the pin bores, the ?rst barrel also has a 
generally circular cylindrical central bore 58 extending 
axially therethrough. Intercommunication between the 
various ?rst pin bores 56 and the central bore 58 is estab 
lished by a number of individual, ?rst radial channels 59 
which extend entirely through the ?rst barrel and afford 
free openings between a portion of each of the various 
?rst pin bores and the central bore 58, for example. The 
provision of the various ?rst radial channels in the boss 
54 results in a number of stub ?ngers 61 projecting beyond 
the ?ange 22. The vvarious radially extending channels 59 
are of a size and position readily to receive the teeth 62 
provided around the periphery of the dog clutch 51. When 
the dog clutch is in engagement with the walls of the vari 
ous radial channels 59 in the ?rst barrel 53, that barrel is 
locked, through the clutch member 47 and the pin 46, 
with the driver 31. 

In a somewhat similar fashion, there is disposed within 
the housing 21 and next to the ?rst barrel 53 a second bar 
rel 71 of a similar construction having the same plurality 
of axially extending second pin bores 72 therein designed 
in one position of the second barrel 71 with respect to the 
?rst barrel 53 to be in axial alignment with the respective 
ones of the various ?rst pin bores 56. Also, the center 
bore 58 is continued by a similar second bore 73 extend 
ing axially through the second barrel. The second central 
bore 73 is connected With the various ones of the second 
pin bores 72 by a series of second radial channels 74 ex 
tending axially through the second barrel and in one posi 
tion thereof being adapted to. align axially with the ?rst 
barrel channels 59. The teeth 62 of the clutch dog 51 
when shifted axially from the position shown in FIGURE 
6 to the right can interengage with the walls of the vari 
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4 
ous second radial channels 74 so that under these circum 
stances the spring 52 is slightly compressed, the ?rst bar 
rel 53 is released from its connection to the clutch mem 
ber 47 and the second barrel 71 is then connected through 
the clutch member 47 and the pin 46 to the driver 31. 
Disposed Within the housing 21 adjacent the second 

barrel 71 is a third barrel 81 at one end abutting the sec 
ond barrel 71 and at the other end abutting the two 
keepers 37 and 38. The third barrel is provided with a 
number of axially extending third pin bores 82 extending 
therethrough and in one position of the third barrel with 
respect to the second barrel designed to be in alignment 
with the second bores 72 therein. The third barrel 81 also 
has a central bore 83 concentric with the axis 11 and open 
ing onto the second bore 73 but of a larger diameter to 
accommodate rotatably the driver 31. 

In order that the third barrel 81 will be held against 
rotation within the housing 21, each of the keepers 37 and 
38 is provided with axially extending bosses 86 and 87 de 
signed to lie within two diametrically opposite bores 82. 

Freely slidable in an axial direction within the ?rst 
bores 56, the second bores 72 and the third bores 82 are 
?rst tumbler pins 91, second tumbler pins 92 and third 
tumbler pins 93. These pins are slightly bevelled at their 
opposite ends and are made in various lengths to occupy 
some or all of the available space within the aligned bores. 
The third tumbler pins 93 have projections 94 thereon. 
These seat within one end of helical springs 96 which at 
their other end rest against the bosses 86 and 87 or against 
the surface of the keepers 37 and 38. The series of springs 
96, one in each of the third bores 82, is effective to urge 
the associated tumbler pins 91, 92 and 93 in each one of 
the eight bores toward the left in FIGURE 6 or toward 
the front of the housing. 

Since the ?ange 22 does not offer any obstruction, the 
?rst pins 91 are kept from ejection from the mechanism 
by an annulus 101 rotatable with considerable friction 
within the interior of the housing 21 and against the ?ange 
22. The annulus has a diameter so that substantially half 
of each of the ends of the ?rst bores 56 is obstructed. The 
annulus 101 thus serves as a forward stop for the ?rst pins 
91 but leaves substantially half of each pin exposed. The 
annulus 101 is not a complete circle, but preferably has 
an axially extending, radial notch 102 therein, the notch 
having a Width approximately equal to the width of any 
one of the ?rst radial channels 59. 
To cooperate with and form part of the mechanism 

already described, one or more key mechanisms are pro 
vided. One form of key, as shown in FIGURES 2 and 11, 
is an ordinary key 111 having a bow 112 of the customary 
kind and having an axially extending, generally circular 
stern 113 carrying a circular stop collar 114 next to the 
bow 112. The stem 113 is approximately of the diameter 
of the central bore 58 and is freely slidable therein until 
the stop 114 abuts the end of the boss 54. Projecting 
radially from and extending axially along the stem 113 
are ridges 116 positioned to correspond with the various 
?rst radial channels in a circumferential direction and hav 
ing various different lengths in an axial direction. The 
radial extent of the various ridges 116 is sufficient so that 
the ridges can pass readily within the annulus 101 and 
extend against the exposed portions of the ?rst pins 91 and 
can displace those pins in variable amounts, depending 
upon the axial length of the individual ridges. However, 
one of the ridges, 118, has a greater radial extent and 
cannot pass the annulus 101 unless the key is turned so 
that the radially long ridge 118 can pass through the slot 
102 and then engage an appropriate one of the ?rst end 
pins 91. 
When the key is introduced axially, the various length 

ridges engage the various pins 91 and translate them 
more or less to the right in FIGURE 6, compressing the 
various springs 96 through the intermediary of the second 
pins 92 and third pins 93 until all or most of the pins 
take up new axial positions. The length of the pins 92 
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and 93 and the length of the pins 91 are so chosen that 
when the appropriate one of the ordinary keys 111 18 
so introduced the meeting or shear surfaces between all 
of the second pins 92 and all of the third pins 93 coincide 
with the shear surface between the second barrel 71 and 
the third barrel 81 as shown in FIGURE 11. Under those 
circumstances, when the key is so positioned and rotated, 
the ?rst barrel 53 and the second barrel 71 are simul 
taneously rotated therewith and through the connecting 
mechanism, including the dog clutch 51, turn the driver 
bar 32. This actuates the lock. When the key is to be with 
drawn, it is ?rst rotated back to its initial position so 
that the long ridge 118 can be withdrawn through the 
slot 102. Thereupon the parts all return to their initial 
position substantially as shown in FIGURE 10. In that 
position some, at least, of the various pins straddle or 
lie across the meeting surfaces or shear surfaces between 
the successive barrels. Since the third barrel 81 is locked 
to the stationary housing the lock unit cannot be turned 
by means of the driver 31. 

In some instances it is desired to operate the lock 
mechanism by means of a master key. In that instance, 
as shown in FIGURE 12, there is provided a master key 
121 constructed very much like the key 111 except that 
it is arranged with its various radial ridges 122 of such 
lengths that they displace all of the ?rst pins 91 to a 
new position. In that position the meeting or shear sur 
faces between the ends of the ?rst pins and the adjacent 
second pins 92 coincide with the shear plane between the 
?rst barrel 53 and the second barrel 71. Since the dog 
clutch 51 is still in engagement with the ?rst barrel 53, 
rotation of the driver 31 occurs despite the fact that some 
of the third pins 93, for example, may still straddle the 
shear surfaces between the second barrel 71 and the third 
barrel 81. Thus, ordinary keys operate in conjunction with 
a shear surface between the second and third barrels. 
whereas master keys operate in conjunction with a shear 
surface between the ?rst and second barrels. In this man 
ner, the master keying is not in any way affected by or 
complicated by the provision of the ordinary keys and 
vice versa. 

Under some circumstances, it is desired to change the 
internal relationship of the parts of the mechanism so 
that different keying may be made effective. As particu 
larly shown in FIGURE 13, a setting or shift key 131 
may be employed. This is like the keys 111 and 121 except 
that it has a relatively long shank 133 otherwise like the 
shank 113. When this shift key is inserted into the central 
passage or bore, it displaces the clutch member 47 to the 
right so that the spring 52 is somewhat compressed and 
the clutch dog 51 is moved from engagement with the 
?rst barrel 53 into engagement with the second barrel 
71. This movement simultaneously frees the ?rst barrel 
53 but leaves the second barrel locked to the third barrel 
by the third tumbler pins and makes them nonrotatable. 
Upon rotation of the change or setting key 131 and 

because of the interengagement of relatively long ridge 
134 thereon with the slot 102, the ?rst barrel 53 and the 
annulus 101 are both rotated. The lengths of the various 
ridges on the change key 131 are substantially equivalent 
to those on a master key, so that there are shear surfaces 
provided between all of the ?rst pins 91 and all of the 
second pins 92. Thus the change key can rotate the ?rst 
barrel into a new position. In fact, the barrel can be 
rotated into any one of seven new positions and back 
to its original location, making eight in all, if desired. 
When rotation has been accomplished, the setting key 
131 is withdrawn in whatever selected one of the eight 
positions it is desired to do so. This leaves the clutch 
dog 51 free to spring back under the urgency of the spring 
52 into engagement with the ?rst barrel. Since the annulus 
101 has been rotated to the new position, the slot 102 
is now in a new location. Consequently, even the intro 
duction of the original ordinary key 111 is not effective 
to produce rotation. The various columns of pins in the 
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6 
new location do not respond with properly positioned 
shear surfaces because the combined length of the three 
pins in each of the columns is made up of different com 
ponents. However, the introduction of a master key 121, 
albeit in the new rotated location, is still effective since 
there always remains a shear plane between the ?rst pins 
91 and the second pins 92. 
As a further variation, there can be provided a special 

setting key, shown by the dotted lines 141 in FIGURE 
13. This is generally the same as the key 131 except that 
it has an unusually "short ridge 134. When this key is 
utilized, it does not materially depress the ?rst pin 91 
from its ordinary position, but affords only sufficient de 
pression of the ?rst pin 91 and of the second pin 92 so 
that shear surfaces are provided between the right end 
of the second pin 92 and the left end of the third pin 
93 in this position. Then when the ?rst barrel is turned, 
the pin 92, which was at one time in one column, is bodily 
rotated within the ?rst barrel into a new position in align 
ment with another column. Then if the key 141 is with 
drawn the lock can then be operated either with the 
master key 121 or with a new ordinary key like the key 
111 but in this position cut so that both the pins 91 and 
92 can move with the ?rst barrel 53 with shear surfaces 
between the pins 92 and 93. In this fashion, by appropri 
ate rotation of the second kind of setting key 141, the 
pin 92 can be moved from column to column and into 
eight different positions around the axis of the device. 

So that any one of the keys 111, 121, 131 or 141 can 
be properly oriented in a rotational sense after the spindle 
113 has been partially introduced into the rest of the 
mechanism, there is provided on the spindle and in ad 
vance of the ridges 116 a stop 144 of some axial extent 
and of sufficient circumferential extent so as to overlie 
at least one of the channels 59 and to overlie an adjacent 
pair of ?ngers 61. Two of the ?ngers, at least, are cut 
back so that when the key is properly oriented with re 
spect to the ?rst barrel 53 the stop 44 can slide inwardly, 
but in only one position relative to the barrel. In this 
fashion when the user inserts the key he can insert it at 
random so far as the stop 144 is concerned and then by 
rotating the key farther with some inward pressure until 
the stop 144 slides into its channel, he will then have the 
correct orientation in a polar direction between the ridges 
116 and the appropriate ones of the various ?rst chan 
nels 59. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An axial pin cylinder device comprising a circular 

cylindrical housing having a central axis, a ?rst barrel dis 
posed within one end of said housing and rotatable there 
in about said axis, means forming a plurality of axially 
extending ?rst pin bores through said ?rst barrel and ar 
ranged around said axis, means forming an axially ex 
tending ?rst central bore through said ?rst barrel and 
axially extending ?rst radial channels interconnecting said 
?rst central bore and each of said ?rst pin bores, a second 
barrel disposed within said housing adjacent said ?rst 
barrel and rotatable therein about said axis, means form 
ing a plurality of axially extending second pin bores 
through said second barrel adapted in one position of said 
second barrel to align with said ?rst pin bores, means 
forming an axially extending second central bore through 
said second barrel and axially extending second radial 
channels interconnecting said second central bore and 
each of said second pin bores, a third barrel disposed 
within the other end of said housing and rotatable therein 
about said axis, means forming a plurality of axially ex 
tending third pin bores through said third barrel adapted 
in one position of said third barrel to align with said 
second pin bores, means forming an axially extending 
third central bore through said third barrel, a driver rotat 
ably mounted Within said third central bore, means for 
constraining said driver against axial translation within 
said third central bore, a clutch member movable axiall-y 
within said ?rst central bore and said second central bore, 
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means on said clutch member adapted to interengage said 
?rst ‘radial channels and said second radial channels, 
means for interconnecting said clutch member and said 
driver for relative axial translation and against relative 
rotation, a column including at least two tumbler pins in 
at least one passage including said ?rst, second and third 
pin bores, and means for urging said tumbler pins toward 
one end of said housing. 

2. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 1 including 
an annulus disposed Within said housing between said 
?rst barrel and said one end of said housing and rotat 
able about said axis, said annulus overlying a portion only 
of each of said ?rst pin bores. 

3. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 2 in which 
said annulus has means forming a radial gap extending 
axially therethrough. 

4. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 2 including 
means on said ?rst barrel between at least some of said 
?rst radial channels projecting axially through the open 
center of said annulus. 

5. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 4 in which 
said projecting means are on said ?rst barrel between only 
some of said ?rst radial channels. 

6. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 2 in which 
said annulus engages said housing With su?’icient fric 
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tion to hold said annulus against accidental rotation about 
said axis. 

7. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 1 in which 
means are provided for urging said clutch member to 
ward said one end of said housing. ' 

8. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 1 in which 
‘means are provided for urging said pin tumblers toward 
said one end of said housing. 

9. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 7 including 
means for axially displacing said clutch member against 
said urging means from a position within said ?rst barrel 
into a position within said second barrel. 

10. An axial pin cylinder device as in claim 9 in which 
said displacing ‘means ‘also ‘axially displaces said pin 
tumblers. 
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